Quarterly report:
September 2018
Legacy’s quest is to be in touch with God’s heart for the context of the day. Our mission is to bring
God’s love, hope, compassion and justice to Stellenbosch, with a special focus on Kayamandi.

Introduction
•
•
•

•

•

We had a three-week school holiday. The first week was used for training and planning.
We are having good winter rains; our dams are however not full and at Legacy we are still very strict
with water usage.
Kayamandi has again seen some land related unrest. This time around the protest affected the
Legacy programme for only three days, the Kayamandi staff were however able to continue to
keep the kids safe.
We formalised our discipline system – it uses yellow and red cards to give the facilitators tools to
manage discipline consistently and positively. Fall outs are discussed regularly and the necessary
referrals are made to the wellness manager.
Our thank you function for our South African funders took place in September.
They call it ‘Azania’
Within two weeks a new informal
settlement (without any services)
developed against a hill next to
Kayamandi. Hopefully this issue
will be sorted out without further
violence. It shows how huge the
housing needs are, but also that
people are starting to take the
law into their own hands.

Programme feedback:
Khulani Kayamandi Enrichment Centre

During the afternoons the Legacy Centre is transformed into an afterschool centre for 180 learners
between Grade 1 and 12. This programme is based on the premise that the building of an accountable
generation, that will take responsibility for their own future, is the best way to bring real change and
hope to the community.
TRANSFORMATION THROUGH SPORT
•

We hosted a 5 aside soccer tournament on the Field of Dreams 1.
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•
•
•

We started a new sporting activity called ‘street racquet’; introduced by our partner, 4 Lines Sport
Coaching. It works well on the surface of the Field of Dreams 2 and everybody enjoys it.
One of our partners, 4Lines, have regular breakfast trainings for coaches. Four of our facilitators
attend this on a regular basis – even though it starts at 6:45 in Somerset West (15 km away)!
We currently start lessons with the words: ‘Who wants to play?’. The result of this is that the kids feel
that they have a choice – usually everyone joins in the end!

A JOURNEY TOWARDS EMPLOYABILITY
SIYAKHULA (Grade 1 to 3)
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Gross motor skills: Primary and secondary colours were incorporated into to the Healthnutz lesson
plan with the goal of sound and letter recognition.
Fine motor skills: The activities we focused on were tearing and cutting, learners tore and cut
different materials e.g. egg trays.
Numeracy: The objective of Grade 1 numeracy is that all learners can confidently count from 0 to 20
and from 20 to 0. Thereafter the number line was introduced.
English literacy. The Grade 1 group played word games, built words with small wooden blocks and
three-dimensional words with modelling clay. The purpose is understanding and vocabulary. The
Grade 2 group played word games, built words, started to read and tell stories and write sentences.
The Grade 1 and 2 Xhosa literacy group played word games and focused on vocabulary.
Stories. Nalibali.org is currently the website that we use for story resources. Facilitators identified two
stories that address specific issues relevant to the groups they are working with, based on their
experience with the group. PC's were set up in the classrooms for the facilitators to use particularly
to enrich the story sessions with additional pictures and information that will spark conversations.
Health and emotions: Here the focus was fire safety, how to prevent fire and what to do in case of a
fire.
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KHULANI PRIMARY (Grade 4 to 7)
•

Mathematics: We assessed our PC’s and replaced all faulty PC's with tablets providing every learner
with a device. Their Greenshoots and Khan Academy results will be assessed at the end of the third
term. Group work ethics are improving in conjunction with the newly launched discipline system,
since there is an overall awareness of set consequence followed in every classroom, encouraging
learners to generally choose better behaviour. Number line activities are presented and explored in
a visual and practical manner. Learners "walk-out" and draw number lines on the classroom floor
tiles to solve number line riddles that vary in difficulty according to grade.
Martmarié’s experiences as maths teacher: Children are often intimidated by mathematics and lack the
confidence to participate, making mistakes are easily seen as a weakness in this environment where survival
is ingrained into their being. Embracing mistakes as an important part of learning and life remains a
challenge. In the grade 3 group there is a girl who made a mistake which she recognised and corrected
without assistance. Because of this, she was made the star of the class and all the others quickly started
looking for mistakes in their work and very proudly showed how they corrected it! Another girl in grade 5 said
she doesn't like maths because she is not good in it, she doesn't participate often because she lacks
confidence. When she was grouped with struggling learners who are less confident, she became the
strongest learner in the group and scored the highest in the entire class during a maths game, she walked
out of class with broad shoulders and a wide smile. When doing a lesson with the grade 7 class introducing
algebraic concepts one of the boys who failed in school repeatedly was the first to grasp a challenging
concept, he was so surprised and proud of himself and the whole class cheered!
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•

In the Clever Kids programme the Grade 7 group went to the Science Centre in Cape Town1 during
the July holidays. The theme for the Grade 3 and 4 girls was ‘fashion’ – they dressed paper dolls,
learned about make-up, searched for fashion careers on the Internet. They also ‘chose a career’
and typed out why. The theme for the Grade 5 and 7 girls was also fashion – they have been
making their own T-shirts, this involves learning how to cut a pattern, make appliqués with their
names to stitch on to their T- shirts. The Grade 7 girls also focused on careers in the fashion world. The
Grade 6 boys and girls were making puppets and decor for a puppet show about how to care for
your animals. The Grade 3 and 4 boys’ theme was Transport – they did research on the internet,
read books, made drawings their favourite type of transport and sourced careers on the Internet.
The Grade 5 and 7 boys focused on sport – apart from learning about careers, they made their own
driving circuit and drew a mountain or racing bike.

•

In the homework period we focussed on giving the learners space and support to do their school
work.

•

Health and emotions: Role play was successfully used to practice and demonstrate emotional
expression, learners enjoyed this immensely. The kids also practised a skit on emotions to present to
Grade 1, 2 and 3. In the Health periods (done by our partner, Health Promoters SA) focus was
placed on drug and alcohol use and its dangers.

https://www.ctsc.org.za/
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‘My little Shadow’ – A story by Mama Gwen
Every day when I get to work, she is standing in front of my
door, waiting with a smile on her face and looking at me with
sad eyes. She comes with something that I taught them in
class that she made at home. Knitting, sewing, an essay for
Mandela on Mandela day, drawings of dress designs and
letters to say she loves me. After our classes she comes and
helps me to clean my class and walks me to my car. My dear
little Shadow that never gives up.

KHULANI SENIOR (Grade 8 to 10)
•

•

•

•

•
•

This term our learners have been reflecting in career development on their personality types and
done activities to explore what is important when considering their careers. Furthermore, they have
explored different career fields in their books and online and learnt that most career fields may
overlap with others and that it is possible to find a career that involves more than one of their
interests, skills and values. They also discussed the importance of job shadowing and learned about
skills and questions needed during a job-shadowing interview. They also explored different types of
institutions and study qualifications online. Each grade also attended a career workshop offered by
Amanda, the educational psychologist, where she enhanced the career club process and offer the
learners guidance in subject choice and changes.
In the mentoring periods the topic of hope has been discussed. The mentors have helped the
mentees pinpoint the problem areas in their academic reports and are keeping them accountable
to try to improve. Lastly, we had a teambuilding day where the mentors and mentees did a series of
teambuilding activities with the focus on adding value to those around you and the space you find
yourself in; leaving every space physically and metaphorically better than they found it.
In the IT skills class the learners have been discovering how to insert and edit images as well as
formatting them and creating collages. They have been learning PowerPoint and have been
taught research methods and are all expected to create a presentation that they will be presenting
on a given topic.
Study buddy (homework period): Learners split up into reading groups facilitated by volunteers. This
term they have started a book filled with stories about the township titled "Song bird".
The next day the volunteers reflected and revised these words.
The clubs continued as usual.
‘The Library’ for the seniors was also finally finished during this period, the bean bags were bought,
and the teens are enjoying this space where they play games and just ‘chill’.
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•

•

The Captains are doing well and have had a lot of input from the educational psychologist. They
attended two career workshops this term to guide their career and study choice. They are assisting
in the organising of our art and culture clubs’ event.
Our Grade 12 students are fully focused to get the best possible marks and have been using their
room to study and work on their applications to study in 2019. Amanda had one on ones with them
to finalise their applications and plans for next year.

Ikhaya Lempilo holistic wellness programme2

Legacy’s intentional focus on holistic
wellness transforms the programmes into
much more than the mere ‘development of
people’. Attention is given to the basic,
emotional and spiritual wellness of all our
beneficiaries. The health and emotional
intelligence input to the Khulani kids is also
executed by the wellness team. The mentor
system is an important vehicle to make this
happen. The wellness of the post matric
group is also seen as a part of this
programme.
•

•

2

Tracey Smith tells the story of a “Sore Heart”
Sitting behind my desk one day a small person arrived at
the door. I invited him in and asked what was wrong. He
pointed to his chest and said “my heart is sore.” The nurse
in me immediately wondered what could cause chest pain
in such a small person. I stood up and asked him where
else he had a pain. “Just my heart” he said. I led him to the
chair behind my desk and sat him on my lap, I felt his pulse
and explained that this showed his heart was beating
perfectly, he felt it too. He then put my hand inside his shirt
to show me where the “Sore” was. As I felt his little heart
beating he whispered, “close the door so no one can see
me.” Louise shut the door and his tears began to fall. No
words were spoken, he relaxed into me and I held him tight
while he sobbed. After a while the sobs stopped, I dried his
tears and he announced that he was better now. I wished
him well and off he went.
The reason for the sore heart was never told, but the
treatment worked. A quiet place to feel loved and
comforted, a place where you know that you are seen.

Basic and emotional wellness:
o Four food parcels were handed out - to people waiting for their grant application to be
completed and to a mother of a foster baby with additional nappies and baby clothes. One
of our high school learners receives a monthly food parcel - he is living alone with no
income. All the recipients have been engaged in supportive conversations.
o Numerous learners were seen for minor play related cuts and bruises. Two parents were
interviewed due to emotional issues of their children.
o Free play sessions have identified some emotional issues these will be discussed with the play
therapist and an intervention will be established.
o All Grade 6 and 7 pupils were seen by Tracey, the wellness manager, for wellness
conversations.
o Despite numerous phone calls and emails our slow learners in the Kayamandi schools remain
without assessments.
Spiritual wellness:
o Training of Ndiyathandwa facilitators and volunteers (from East Mountain) took place.
Sessions this term was built around hope. Romans 8 was studied. The sessions with the kids
went well, both facilitators and volunteers introduced biblical principles through fun
activities.
o We started with a voluntary staff bible study every two weeks.

This programme is called Ikhaya Lempilo because it was born out of Legacy’s HIV/Aids programme that operated under this name.
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o

•

Transforming Youth, our high school group on Friday evenings went well. Pastor Mountain
with his team of facilitators planned this terms Friday get togethers. Teenagers and musicians
from Stellenbosch Gemeente visited them for an evening of praise and worship – and food!

Mentor programme:
o This is an ongoing process, facilitated by Irma van Rooyen. A change in our approach currently
is that with all coaching and support of the kids the facilitators must make sure that the kids
experience a sense of ¨I can¨.
o Mentor sessions this term were to a large extent determined by what was needed. Discipline
was on the foreground. We spent sessions sorting out the rules and consequences when kids
break those rules. Lots of input was given to facilitators to control their own emotions when
working with kids.
o Facilitators are still being reminded to teach good manners to the kids. They were also
challenged to value those things in their own culture that makes them proud.
o The second quarterly birthday celebrations took place at the end of the second term.

A story of hope: Working so closely with nine mentors has given me the
opportunity to have a peek into their unique stories. Those stories that made
them who they are and how they respond to lives’ challenges. I am so grateful to
see how we have all learned to trust each other and to contribute to the
program with honesty and vulnerability. We all grew in self awareness and this
has had a positive effect on how we connect to the children. Sharing our own
stories in a safe space allows us to grow and develop, specifically as
facilitators. This willingness to grow amongst the staff has had a ripple effect on
our children here at Legacy. One of the things that really gives me hope is to see
facilitators who are proud of how they touch their kids´ lives. Irma van Rooyen

•

•

“Parents as partners”:
o Two parents were seen re emotional issues, approximately 20 phone calls were made re
attendance problems after conversations; most of this was sorted out.
Wellness of the students:
Most of our students are doing well, two
however had to stop their studies temporarily
because of their marks – one of them (Andile)
was given a job by the company who gave
him a bursary, he will study again next year.
Athenkhosi had a successful session at Learner
Support on campus. We only now realise how
huge the gap between the Kayamandi schools
and university is, both academically and
emotionally.
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uVuyo Crafts

The uVuyo Crafts Programme aims to empower and train unemployed women in various handwork,
crafting and life skills to become socially and economically more sustainable and independent.
We have been accepted by all the markets we have applied for; within the next three months we will be at
Kamers, Stellenberg Feesmark, Stellenbosch Kersmark and Straatlig. Our first dispatch with cushion covers
went to England to be sold there. Spier have a six-month market during summer and we are getting ready
to take part in it. Sue Heathcock, who runs the market is of great help with advice and assistance. We want
to develop it into a separate small business venture run by the Kayamandi ladies themselves.
Helen Hendriks’s story: We have a new baby in our group. The mother of the child
(Nomfundo’s niece) passed away shortly after the baby’s birth. Nomfundo, who already
cares for eight children, some of them orphans, took this little girl in too. (Nomfundo is the
one who entered the hall one Tuesday singing and smiling. When asked what she sang,
Zandile translated: “God is good, God is good.’’) I once visited Nomfundo at her house at
about midday. A big pot with pap was ready on the stove for the kids and as they came
back from school, they would help themselves to a big bowl of it. The peace in that overcrowded little house was touching.

Siseko Outreach

The goal of the Siseko outreach programme is to make sure that what happens at Legacy also have
an impact outside the fences of the centre. Legacy’s knowledge, skills, resources and access to
networks are made available to the broader community.
Apart from the Afterhours Study Club that the Khulani facilitators run in the evenings for Kayamandi’s Grade
12 learners, the Legacy Centre has been used by the following organisations during this term:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SASSA (South Africa Social Security Agency).
The home-based carers of Right to Care.
Siyazakha, Moedergemeente’s needlework programme.
Training by iThemba and Crafts Alive.
Her Voice.
Reconciliation lunch.
Wildlands

Special plans for the rest of 2018:
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•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

We are organising an Arts and Culture showcase on 21 September where our learners from the art,
embroidery, hip-hop, guitar, African dance and sing club will be performing with some guest poets
from the community.
Transforming Youth will have an outing to Cape Town during the October holidays.
Tracey plans a mother and daughter tea for the teenage girls as part of the health and emotions
curriculum.
We will soon start with a new ‘lunch plan’ – the idea is to change the lunch period into mentoring
time and an opportunity to practise good manners. It is done as a competition between the
different groups.
There is a Captains’ camp in October. By that time the new Captains will have been chosen.
The Captains of 2018 will also go on a final outing.
One on one meetings with the students will be done by Louise and Tracey.
All our end of year functions will take place in November.

Thank you for helping us to bring hope and love – one life at a time!
And thank you to the Khulani Team:
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